Las Vegas Arts Council Advisory Board –
LVAC Office 505-425-1085
Email lvac@lasvegasartscouncil.org

**ADVISORY BOARD**

**Eugenio (Gene) Gurule**
Traditional artist—ornamental tin

**Amber Lon MacLean**
Working artist, practicing a variety of disciplines, subject matter and media, including drawing, painting, tinwork, animation, illustration and Chinese brush painting.
1228 8th Street, Las Vegas, NM 87701

**Naomi Ruth Raine**
M.A. Transformative Arts Sculptor, Painter, Web Designer

**Krutik Bhakta**
Businessman, Hotelier and Computer Scientist

**Dr. Margaret Vasquez-Geffroy**
Cultural anthropologist and retired university professor focusing on cross-cultural understanding
Geographic areas of interest are Latin America and the American Southwest

**Peter Lopez**
Artist, wood sculptor, author, master santero

**Abraham Garcia**
Musician and businessman